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Honey is made out of nectar from flowers 
and is the only thing that is made by an 
insect and eaten by a human. Honey has 
different taste and colors, the taste 
depends on the flower. Only female bees 
goes and takes  nectar . Bees has two they 
use ones were they put the nectar in it, 
then they vomit it in other bees mouth 
and it goes on and on and that’s how it 
becomes honey. But when they are done 
they put the honey that is liquide in there 
hives and uses there wings to dry the 
honey.

HONEY

Many civilisations has used honey to 
put on wounds to help speed speed 
up the healing proses. Also, honey 
reduces pain  and swelling very quickly 
in your mouth. If you have a running 
nose or a bad cough you can eat some 
honey.

Honey can be white, orang or gold. 
Honey was discovered in an Egyptian 
tomb over 5000 thousand years ago 
and it was still edible. Honey can 
have about 300 different taste.

In United States, you celebrate 
September for honey. Honey is 
made out of her 80% of sugar and 
20% of water.



The dehydrated ground crumbled under my feet. As the baked sun burned the mud made village, the sun was 
merciless. The old thirsty oak trees stands in the middle of the sunlight.  
 
Only two trees were left till they fell of need of water. Cracks in the powdery golden ground surrounded the 
untouched hut,as wind blew flew through  my face. 
 
    I slowly marched to get some water as i forced myself to continue my journey,as the sun was setting down 
behind me.



 
 
 
 
Hyenas are a very interesting mammals. They have an 
excellent night vision so they can catch preys at night or to 
stay near there territory. Hyenas are alleyways in clans and 
it will alleyways be a female that leads the clan.  
 
Most of the time you can hear the hyenas giggle that sounds 
like a human but they can also whoop,yell,grunt and growl. 
To show there territory they scratch the ground but they can 
also put a oily substance which is from there glands.

Hyenas might look like a 
dog but they are more like 
a cat 🐱  

 
 
Hyenas are omnivores. They chase preys 
that are smaller than them such as 
foxes,birds,fish and snakes. But when they 
are in groups they will eat medium sizes like 
gazelles and zebras. They dont just ear meat 
but also eggs and fruits.

Spotted hyena
Habitat And Lifestyle 

Diet And Nutrition 

A hyena’s bite can kill or crunch your bones



Spotted hyenas lives in holes

After Salva Dut had hard times during the war he chose 
to help people from Sudan by making wells. Salva is 
one of the lost boys from the Dinka tribe.

He already made about 505. After finishing the well 
for he’s tribe he started making them for the people 
that he has been fighting with. « If you help people 
they will help you back. »said Salva Dut.

Salva has now been making wells since 2005. He 
chose to start making water after he found he’s dad 
sick in the clinic. He was sick because of the dirty 
water,he wanted to stop that happening to he’s family 
and other families.

Salva’s teaches us that even when times are 
tough you need to keep going and to never 
give up no matter how hard it is.

And even if  people has done bad things 
to you,you should still forgive them and it 
shouldn’t stop you from helping them.

South Sudan Long walk 
to water 💧  




